
How long is a card valid for? 

Cards are strictly valid for 5 weeks unless the school has made formal  notification 

to students about expiry date extensions due to extended holiday periods.         

Illness and injury will be considered as extenuating circumstances warranting  

extension of expiry date if notification is given prior to the expiry date. 

How does the card system work? 

Students manage their use of cards in accordance with their other life             

commitments.  Eg: if a student usually purchases a $99 card and usually attends 

one class per week and they know they are going away for one week in the 5 

week period, they make a decision to either attend 2 classes  in one of the weeks 

or they attend 1 class each week they are in town and pay $22 per class. 

• Cards must be presented on attendance at each class to be signed off by the 

teacher. 

• Cards are not transferable and may not be shared between students. 

• Couples may share a card as long as they attend the same classes. 

• Receipt of payment or evidence of payment is required prior to issue of a 

card. 

Are class cards for Specialty Programs different? 

Yes.  There are no options to make up when you miss a class in one of these        

programs.  The programs are resource intensive and there are no 

“comparable” classes on the general timetable of the school. 

Cards purchased for these program will be  orange rather than white.  These 

cards are also valid for only 5 weeks . 

How do I buy a card? 

Cards are available for purchase from the website or can be purchased in cash at 

the school.  We do not have a EFT payment device at the school.  

Why does the school use this system? 

Cards promote student responsibility for decisions and actions.   This is yoga   

applied within every day life.  The more often students attend the more open 

they become to learning and the greater their capacity to practice within the    

culture of the school.  Hence regular attendance is rewarded through the pricing 

framework. 

Namaste  

Polly and Vera (Directors) 


